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Division I leaders discussed the future of the Power 4 and the non-FBS Division I
programs, agreeing on a need for different Division I governance moving forward. The
recording of this Knight Commission standing-room only session at NACDA, "House

Case Impact: Blueprints for the Future of Division I" is available here.

RESOURCES
Background slides on impact of House settlement (link to PDF)
Knight Commission initiative to alter a portion of the proposed revenue distribution
reductions to pay the settlement and eliminate the planned decrease in academic
performance incentives (link to PDF)
Session recording (link to video)

KEY QUOTES FROM JUNE 11 SESSION

Gene Smith, Senior Vice President and Wolfe Foundation Endowed Athletic
Director, The Ohio State University, on the need for a different mindset:
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“...at the end of the day, we need to change our thought process. It's not about a scholarship. It's
not about Alston money. It's not about NIL. It's not about revenue share. It's a damn
compensation package. And we need to get to that. And everybody should be compensated
differently, whether that includes NIL or not. But it's a different compensation package. We need
to start talking that way, because that's what it is, and face reality with it.”

_________________________________________________

Janet Cone, Senior Administrator for University Enterprises and Director of
Athletics, UNC Asheville, and President, Division I-AAA Athletic Directors
Association, on the plan created by the Division I-AAA and FCS Athletics Directors
Associations:
“…we initiated collaboration to create a defensible model of college sports that fit our
subdivisions. Our goal is to create a sustainable model that is philosophically and legally
defensible, and we keep our subdivisions competing in Division I. Let me say that again: Our
goal is to stay in Division I, compete at the highest level with broad-based championships, and
also receive shared athletic revenues.”

_________________________________________________

Anthony Egbo, Jr., Vice-Chair Elect of the Division I national Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee; former FCS football athlete and current MBA student, Abilene
Christian University, on greater athlete involvement in policy and governance:
“So what we're talking about is a system, a sustainable system of powerful student-athlete
legislation advocacy that provides student-athletes the opportunity to influence the decisions
over our direct experiences … that works inside the governance system and that does not trigger
employee status.”

_________________________________________________

Dr. Judy Olian, President, Quinnipiac University, and Knight Commission member,
on the House case settlement terms:
“While the NCAA itself and the Power 4 are bearing significant costs in absolute dollar terms, the
Power 4 concurrently will benefit from the windfall football broadcast revenues that flow to the
Power 4 that position them financially to be able to share revenue, raise scholarship rosters, and
offset the cost of the settlement. The non-football conferences and teams won't be benefiting
from the football broadcast windfall, and in percentage of budget terms, the mid-major
conferences and schools are carrying as high, and sometimes a higher burden than the Power
4. That's what one New York Times commentator called ‘financial Darwinism,’ survival of the
fittest, or should we say, the richest.”

_________________________________________________

Jacques McClendon, Vice President for Football Coaching Operations at WME
Sports; former SEC and NFL player; and Knight Commission member, on the
student-athlete experience:
“...now, we're making decisions that are based off – purely – financials. And at the end of the day,
that's the difference between being – let's call it transactional – (vs.) transformational. The
college student-athlete experience is supposed to be transformational, and we need to keep that
at heart.

_________________________________________________

Tom Moreland, Chief Commercial Officer, University of Illinois, on the need for
different FBS football governance to regulate the new financial model:
“...to really have effective regulation, whether it's the public sector, the private sector, anything
that is hyper-competitive like college athletics is – aligning regulation with authority,
responsibility, and financial control … I think has shown to work really well across all industries.”
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Read the full
article.

This ESPN.com article about the Knight Commission’s recent report

quotes Commission co-chair and former U.S. Secretary of Education

Arne Duncan: "Recent conference realignments demonstrated to all that

college sports at many schools in the power conferences are driven by

one all-consuming pursuit: the money chase...This report starkly

underscores that continuing business-as-usual athletics spending with

billions in new revenue will create a future that is entirely incongruent

with the mission of college sports."

Read the full
article ($).

College Football: One Final Performance
Sports Business Journal | August 21, 2023

From Michael Smith's article: “All of the changes have left college

football wondering who is in charge and what is the most appropriate

financial model — such as a possible revenue share with the players —

to guide athletics into the future.

…The Knight Commission attempted to address some of the confusion

with a report in 2020 that recommended college football break away

from the NCAA by creating a separate entity that’s funded by the CFP.

Since then, there has been plenty of chatter about the need for a body

that thinks football 24/7, but no movement to actually start one..."

Read the full
article.

Commentary: Chip Kelly's plan could save
college sports, and that's why it will never
happen
Los Angeles Times | August 12, 2023

Columnist Brady McCollough highlighted UCLA football coach Chip

Kelly's proposal that college football programs operate in an entity

separate from all the other sports so that those sports would not be

negatively impacted by football-driven conference realignments. Noting

that Kelly's plan is "not a new concept," McCollough adds that "in

December 2020...the Knight Commission said the best way forward

would be to remove the Football Bowl Subdivision from the NCAA and

let a new entity govern the sport’s highest level of competition.”
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C.A.R.E. Model Conference Grant application deadline is Friday,
June 21, 2024.

Grants are available from a pool of $100,000 to Division I
Conferences that implement the C.A.R.E. Model principles to
demonstrate accountability to college athlete education, health, safety,
well-being, equity, and opportunity through their distribution and use of
shared athletics revenues.

Conferences currently in compliance with the model and those that
can achieve compliance within 12 months may apply for grants up to $25,000.
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